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Two experiments examined the effects of increasing the noticeabili ty of instruction
manual warnings on subsequent comprehension and memory performance. Par•
ticipants read one of four instruction manuals for a gas-powered electric generator
(Experiment I) or a natural-gas oven (Experiment 2} on the assumption that they
would later operate the equipment. The appearance or eight different warning
messages in the manuals was altered in two ways: (I) the verbal messages were
printed either in conspicuous print (larger text with color highlighting) or in plain
print (same as the other text), and (2) either the verbal warning messages were
accompanied by compatible pictorial icons or the icons were absent. Results
showed that participants who received the conspicuous print, icons present man·
ual better comprehended and recalled the verbal warning messages (Experiments
I and 2) and better identified the semantic meaning of the icons (Experiment I)
than did participants who received the other three manuals. Implications for the
design or instruction manual warnings are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Most new electrical and gas-powered
equipment is accompanied by an instruction
manual describing the product's correct
setup and operation. Usually the manuals
also contain important safety information in
the form of warnings. The purpose or warnings is to communicate the nature or poten•
tial hazards associated with the product and
the procedures for using the equipment so
that injury to the person and damage to the
machine can be avoided.
1
Requests for l'Cprints should be scnl 10 Michael S.
Wogaher. Psychology Dcparuncnl. Rcmsclacr Polyl<.'<:hnic
lnsli1u1e. Troy, NY 12180.

Because consumers may not always have
the manual available when they use a hazardous product, it seems vital that the warnings
be designed not only to facilitate comprehension the first time the user examines the material but also to enhance recall or the hazard
information when the product is used at a
later time. Surprisingly, however, reviews of
the literature indicate that research on the
£actors that influence warning comprehension and memory is scarce (DeJoy, 1989;
Lehto and Miller, 1986). The few existing
studies have shown no effect or only small
effects or various format manipulations (Desaulniers, 1987; Otsubo, 1988; Rothstein,
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1985; Strawbridge, 1986; Zlotnik, 1982). The
pu rpose of the current research is to examine
two factors that might influence comprehension and memory of warnings: (I) increased
conspicuity of printed text and (2) the pres ence of pictorial icons.
One way to increase warning comprehension and memory is to improve the likelihood
that they are noticed and read initially . Increasing warning noticeability usually involves making the warning text more conspicuous (sali ent) than other textual material
in a manuaJ . Indeed , virtually every set of
published guidelines on warnings cmphasi7.es the characteristic of conspicuousness or
salience by recommending that warnings
should stand ou t from a noisy background
(Cunit1., 1981; Peters, 1984; Wogalter et al.,
1987). One means of increasing text conspi·
cuity is to highlight the print (e.g., by adding
color or by increasing its size and boldness).
Several recent studies have noted positive ef.
feel s of highlighting on reading warnings
(Strawbridge,
1986) and complying with
them (Zlotnik, 1982). However, no published
research demonstrates greater comprehen·Sion and memory for highlighted warning
text than for unhighlight ed text. Thus one of
the factors examined in the present research
concerned the effect of warning text conspicuity on co mprehen sion and memory.
Another possible way to increase comprehen sion and memory of warnings is to include icons (symbols or pictograms). Most
warnings guidelines (FMC, 1985; Westinghou se , 1981; Wogalter el al., 1987) recommend that warnings include a descriptive
pictorial to facilitate communication of hazards. Dorris and Purswell (1978) suggested
that icons might be more rapidly recognized
and more effective at conveying ha7.ard infor·
mation than would a verbal message. Robinett and Hughes (1984) pointed out that because of the complex nature of many hazards ,
icons cannot realistically exist by themselves
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as a means of communicating hazard infor mation . They noted that in most situations,
icons should be paired with verbal warning
mess ages.
Research on the effectiveness of pictorials
in warnings has been surprisingly sparse,
though two recent stu dies have cast doubt on
the usefulness of pictorials in warnings.
Friedmann ( 1988) found no effect of pictorials
on warning compliance, and Otsubo (1988)
found no significant differences among warn ings with words only, pictographs only, and
words plus pictographs on noticing, reading,
complying with, and recalling the warning
me ssage. Most other warning icon research
ha s dealt with people's ability to identify
icons (e.g., Collins, Lerner, and Pierman ,
1982; Laux, Mayer, and Thompson, 1989;
Mayer and Laux, J 989). Because pictorials
are often mentioned as an important component of effective warning design, and because
research has failed to demonstrate their effec•
liveness (beyond their ability lo be identi fied), t he present research reexamined the
usdulncss of icons on comprehension and
memory of the associated warning mes sa ge.
The presence of icons could facilitate memory for warnings in another way. By pairing
icons and verbal warnings, the two may become associated in memory, and then, at reexposure, the icon might facilitate retrieval of
the ha1.ard information by cuing the warning
message . To investigate this , an icon identification test examined wheth er participants
could recall the associated huard information given the icons as cues. In addition , an other icon memory test-icon recogn ition was included in Experiment I to determine
whether participants could distinguish the
icons th at were presented in the manuals
from other (dist ra cto r) icons.
In warnings research ethical considerations prohibit testing of warning effectiveness in situations where actual danger is
involved . The present resear ch used a meth -
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odology that avoided this problem by constructing a situation that was a ruse. The procedure involved two phases. Participants first
performed a set of computer tasks with an
instruction manual present. A[ter these tasks
were completed, the experimenter described
the second task as a test of people's ability to
operate complex equipment with instructions abse11t. They were given a manual,
asked to examine it, and told that they would
have to operate the equipment later (though
no one actually did). Thus participants were
led to believe that they would have to operate
a dangerous piece of equipment but were instead given comprehension and memory
tests.
At this point a distinction should be made
between warning comprehension and memory as they are used in the present context.
Comprehension refers to understanding the
safety information in the warnings, and memory refers to recall and recognition or specific
information (e.g., particular wording, icons)
in the warnings. All tests were given while the
manuals were no longer being viewed, and
thus all could be technically described as
tests of memory. However, the tests and the
methods or scoring the tests could potentially
reveal different kinds of information. For example, one test assessed knowledge of the
verbal message content of the warnings. Performance on this test was measured by grading the tests in two ways, using liberal and
strict criteria. Liberal scoring assessed participants' general understanding or comprehension ofthe safety information in the warnings. Strict scoring assessed memory of
speci£ic details in the particular warnings.
Two experiments are reported which examined whether increasing the salience of warning messages in a set of proceduralized instructions would improve comprehension
and memory. Participants examined one or
four instruction manuals for a gas-powered
electric generator (Experiment 1) or a natu-
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ral-gas oven (Experiment 2) which differed
with respect to two factors: (]) the verbal
messages were printed either in conspicuous
print (larger print and in a different font style
with color highlighting) or in plain print
(same as the other text), and (2) either the
verbal warning messages were accompanied
by related pictorial icons or the icons were
absent. It was hypothesized that warnings
printed conspicuously and paired with pictorial icons would produce greater comprehension and memory than would warnings in
plain print and/or with pictorial icons absent.
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment I used instruction manuals for
a gas-powered electric generator. This particular piece of equipment was chosen for three
reasons: (I) for most persons, it is an unfamiliar piece of equipment; (2) it poses some risk
of injury; and (3) given that the generator is
designed for use in a power outage, it would
have to be operated safely in conditions in
which it is impractical or impossible to ref,
erence an instruction manual (e.g.• in rain or
absence of light-situations where memory of
the warnings may be necessary).
Comprehension and memory of the warnings were assessed using three tests. The first
test measured participants' recall of the
warning message content. The second and
third tests measured comprehension and
memory or the icons. One icon test assessed
participants' ability to recognize the target
icons embedded in a larger set of distractor
icons. The other icon test measured participants' ability to verbally identify the intended meaning of the icons. Different kinds
of knowledge are assessed by these three
tests, and they potentially could reveal different effects on warning comprehension and
memory.
Method
Subjecls. Sixty-four undergraduate students from the University of Richmond par-
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introdu c tory (Jsydmlog,v cour.st·.
Ma1erials. Th e ha sic I 0-pagc inst rm·t ion
manual de sc ribed the operation .m d nrnintcna nce of a ga s-pt)wcn..•d d cc tric f?l'rH.:rntr1r.
The manual was adapted from st·,·t.·n,I c .•tist mam1als ,111dhad Ilic ap·
ing manufacturers'
pearnncc of an ac1,ml owncr '.s nwmr.11. The
u,ils was p rin tnl in 12-point
tex t o l t lK· 11w11
I lclvctic.i font (t· x t ·c pl lor the lae.1di11gs. wh id,
were in 12-point lldvct it-a bole! font) . le conta i ncd sect ions 011 th <.·l?Cllt.'l'il tor's opt·rnl ion
and 11wintcnance as well a s tklllikd dr:nvil1gs of tlw g<.·nl'rnlor.
Ead1 manual con t:1i11cdl'il!hf n~rhal w.11·11ing 111cs.s.1g1.·s.Th<.'w:i r ni11gs Wt.·n· prin lt.•d c ilhcr in con s p icuous print or in pl :ii11 pri11t.
Conspin aous pri nt w .is l8-poi111 Times fonl
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cm·<.·rctl wich tr:i ns parcnl orange nuorcsccnt
hif!hl ighting. l'lain print warnin gs h a d th e
sa m t· appc nr ance as the other te xtual print in
the m.lnual. The warnings were accompanied
h,v compatible icons , 01 · the icons were absent. Th t· icons were ohtn in c<l from a tcchni -

(·al rqmrt hv Collins cl al. ( 1982 ) in whi c h a
larf:!c numl>cr of pictorial icons were cva lu Htc<l 011 cornprchcni;ion.
Nine icon s wer e
used : one c-ach for i;even warnings an<l two for
n gas ex plosion wa rnin g. Four inst ruct ion
nrnnuals were pro<lun·d: (I ) consp icuo us
print, icon s p r es e nt , (2) conspicuous print,
ko ns ;i h s1.·1l't, 0) plnin 1,rint, icon s pn.·s<.'11t,
mid (4) pl.1!11p ri 111,icons nb!;enl. The warning
m,mir,ulalions arc ill us trat ed in f igure I .
Thr ee . tests were used lo assess participant s' co mpr ehens ion and me mory of the

Plain Print Icons Abse11t
W;11nin9: OpP,ralP. gene,1110,onl y in well ventilalP.d areas .
The 9J<h1111s1
horn the genP.rillor conl11ins poisonous
c nrhor1mono xic!C!g;1~ Prolong ed eir,osure to this g/lS
can Cl\l)l;P.SC!verel 1ealth p1oblem1Sand P.vende:tth.
Plain Prinl. Icons Present
Wrtrning : Ope,111egener .itor only in wen venrnared are.is .
The ed 1>1usttrom the ge nerntor cont ains poisonous
c.irbon rnonoxloe ga,; Prolonged exposur e to lhis gas
ca n c11vse sev ere he.illh prob lems and even c!e;iH,.
Sntient Prinl. Icons AhsP.nt

S.'ltient Print, Icons PresP.nl

Note : Shading represents orange hlghllghtlng.

Figure I . Fo11r1·arititirm.f of 1111
e..tomplc wami11g.
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warning messages and icons : message conte nt, icon recognition, and icon identification . The mes sage con lent test consisled of 10
short -answer questions. One question was developed for each of the eight warning mes sages . Each dealt wilh some aspect of thesemantic content of the warning messag e (e.g.,
"In what kind of environment must generator
maintenance be done and why?"). Two of the
test questions concerned operational aspects
of th e generator and were not analyzed.
Spa ce was provided under each qucslion for
responses.
The icon recognition test consisted of a set
of 36 randomly order ed icons . Nine were tar get icons that also appeared in manuals with
icons present. The test set also included nine
icons (target -similar distractors) that were
similar in meaning to the target icons bul
which were graphically differ ent (Collins et
al .. 1982). The other 18 icons (target-dissimilar
distractors) consisted of nine pairs of icons
that were not used in any instru ct ion manual.
The icons in each pair of ta rge t-dis similar
distr ac tors were similar in meaning but were
graphically diITerent. A numb ere d sheet was
provided for respons es.
In ·the icon identi£ication test, the nine
icons used in the manuals were randomly ordered on a bl ank sheet. Space for res ponses
was provided next lo each icon.
Procedure. Participants wer e given one or
the four generator instruction manuals and
were to ld that I hey would have to know how
to operate the generalor from memory laler
in th e session. The notion th at participanls
would have to operate the generator was enhanced by having them engage in a series of
computer interaction tasks before laking part
in the generator manual task. Participants
first performed the computer lasks while
viewing a booklet of instructions in one room;
then they were led to ano ther room to sludy
the generator manuals . The impression given
to the participants was that the first set of
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tasks tested th eir ability to operate a piece of
complicated equipment with the instructions
present, and that the next (generator manual)
task would test their ability to operate a piece
of equipment with t he instru ctions absent
(i.e., from memory).
After having 4 min lo examine the manual,
all participants were told that they were in
the "control" group and would not be oper•
ating the generator . Instead they were given
the message conte nt , icon re cogni lion, and
icon idcntiricalion tests .
In the message cont ent test, participants
answered qu est ions on lhe hazard information conveyed by the warnings in the manual.
Participants were instructed to answer the
questions as specifically as they could and to
guess I[ necessary. In the icon recognition
lest, the participants attempted to recognize
the target icon s in a set of distractor icons.
For each of the 36 icons in the test, participants wrote a Y (meaning yes , the icon was in
the manual) or an N (meaning no, th e icon
was not in the manual) in the cor responding
numbered blank on a response sheet. Participants also indicated thdr confidence in their
answers by writing a I (guessed the an swe r).
2 (fairly sure of the ans wer), or 3 (very sure of
the an swe r) next to the ir Y or N response. In
the icon identification test, participants were
instr ucted lo describe the meanings of the
icons. They were told that their descriptions
should relate specifically lo the warnings in
the generator instruction manual and were
told to guess if necessa ry.
Two aspects or the procedure warrant comment. The first concerns the fat't that the tests
were given in a fixed ralher than a counterbalanc ed order. The message content test was
always given first to avoid possible carryover
effects from the other two tests. The other two
tests were given in an order 1ha1 had the least
potential for carryover. The second comment
concerns the fact that all parti cipants were
requir ed to take both icon-relaled tests re-
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gardlcss of whether they had been cxp~cd to
a manual containing icons. The reason for
this arrangement was to keep all participants
occupied on a task and to hold test oni;et
times constant. In order to measure baseline
icon understandability, participants in all
conditions were given identical instructions
presented in such a way that participants
who had not been exposed to icons could give
reasonable responses.
Prior to the initial procedure, participants
were given a consent form to sign which
stated that they were free to discontinue I heir
parlicipation from the experiment without
penalty. On completion of the experimental
tasks. the experimenter debriefed participants on the procedures and purposes of the
study.

comparisons that contrasted performance of
the conspicuous print, icons present warnings with performance of the other three conditions. In addition, 2 (conspicuous vs. plain
print) x 2 (presence vs. absence of icons)
between-subjects
analyses 0£ variance
(J\NOVAs)were used to examine whether the
print and icon variables produce linear and/
or interactive effects.
Messagecontem. Responses to the message
content questions were scored twice according to liberal (comprehension) and strict
(memory) criteria. To be scored correct under
the lihcral criterion, responses had to convey
the general meaning of the warning message
(e.g., something about gas and breathing
problems for the example in Figure I). To be
scored correctly under the strict criterion, responses had to include certain key words and
clearly demonstrate recall of specific infor.
mation from the manuals' warnings (e.g .•
mention of the words "venlilation," "carbon
monoxide," and/or" exhaust" for lhe example
in Figure I). Correct answers for both criteria
were scored as I and incorrect answers were
scored as 0.

Results
All response 11hectswere coded, randomly
ordered, and then scored by the £irst author
without knowledge of conditions (i.e., blind).
The daca were analyzed using a set of planned
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TABLE I

Mt'an Proportion Correct as a Function of Warning format
Conspicuous Print
Icons Present

Message Contenl
Liberal
Strict
Icon ldentlrlcatlon
Liberal
Strict

Icons Absent

Plain Print
Icons Present

Icons Absent

Experiment 1 (Gas-Powered Electric Generator)
0.75
0.47

0.56
0.27

0.93
0.48

0.81

0.86

0.21

0.26

0.58
0.32

0.53
0.26
0.85
0.10

Experiment 2 (Nalural Gas Oven)
Message Content
Liberal
Strict
Icon Identification
Liberal
Strict

0.81
0.67

0.66

0.64

0.48

0.56

0.42

0.39

0.81

0.84

0.26

0.18

0.83
0.16

0.73
0.14
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Table I show s the mea n proportion correct
for the message content answers using the
liberal and strict criteria. The conspicuous
print. icons present condition produced
greater performance than the other three conditi ons . The liberal scores arc higher than the
strict scores, but the pattern or means is similar for both measures.
Using the liberal scores, planned comparisons showed that comprehension or conspicuou s print, icons present warnings was significa ntly greater than that of the other three
warning conditions; conspicuous print. icons
absent , 1(30) = 3.03 , p < O.ol; plain print ,
icons present , 1(30) = 2.26, p < 0 .04; and
plain print, icons absent, 1(30) = 4.12, p <
0.001.
Using the strict scores , conspicuous print,
icons present warnings produced significantly greater memorial recall than did the
conspicuous print, icons ab sent, !(30) .. 3.34,
p = O.oJ. and plain print , icons absent warnings. 1(30) = 3.38, p < O.oJ. The difference
between conspi cuous print, icons pres ent and
plain print. icons present warnings failed to
rea ch the criteri on for significance, 1(30) =
1.95, p = 0.06.
Overall analy ses using a 2 (print) x 2
(icons) ANOVAon the liberal content scores
showed signi£icant main effects of print,
F(l ,60) = 4 .07, MS., = 0 .038, p < 0.05, and
icons, F(l ,60) = 6.28, p < 0.02. Comprehension was greater with conspicuous print (M =
0 .65) than with plain print (M = 0 .55) and
when icons were present (M = 0.66) than
wh en they wer e absent (M = 0.54). The interaction was not significant, F( 1,60) = 1.92, p >
0 .05. The ANOVA on the strict content scores
yielded a signifi ca nt main effect of the icons.
F(l ,60) = 7 .53, MS,. = 0.038, p < 0.0 I. Recall
was higher when icons were present (M =
0 .40) than when they were absent (M = 0 .26).
Neither the print main effect nor the in teraction was significant, F(l,60) = 2.67,p > 0 .05,
and f(l,60) : 2.07, p > 0.05, respectively.
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Icon recognition. Responses in the icon recognition test were analyzed in a number of
ways. Responses to the target icons were
scored as hits (] 's for Y responses) or misses
(O's for N responses). Thi s test also contained
a set of target -similar distractors (similar in
meaning to the target icons) and a paired set
of target-dissimilar distractors. Y responses
to the distra cto r icons were scored as false
alarms (l's for yes responses). except for one
analysis in which the target-similar distractors were scor ed liberally as hits to capture
reco gnition or the icons' meaning . In other
analyses the confidence ratings were combined with the yes/no responses to produce a
widened recognition confidence scale (NJ assigned a I, N2 assigned a 2, NI assigned a 3,
YI assigned a 4. Y2 assigned a 5, and YJ assigned a 6) ra ng ing from I (very sure the icon
was not seen before) to 6 (very sure the icon
was seen before). This transformation is commonly used in recognition memory research
because it is often more sensitive at finding
diffe rences between conditions than yes/no
binary respon ses. In addition, two discrimination (sensitivity) measu res were com puted
from the hit and false alarm scores.
The results showed the expected differences between the presence and absence of
icons in the manuals for all of the aforementioned measures (p 's < 0.05). However, no
other effects (including relevant comparisons
between the cons picuous print, icon present
and plain print, ico n pres ent conditions) were
significant using any of the measures (p's >
0 .05).
Icon identification. The icon identification
test was graded using both liberal and strict
criteria. To be scored correct with the liberal
criterion, responses had to convey the general
meaning of the icon (comprehension) . To be
scored correct with the strict criterion, responses had to not only identify the meaning
or the icon but also include specific information from the associat e d verbal warning
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message (memory). Correct and incorrect
responses were scored as I's and O's, respectively.
Table I shows that the conspicuous print,
icons present warnings produced signi£ica ntly better icon identification performan ce
than did the other three warning conditions.
Planned comparison:,; using the liberal scores
showed that conspicuous print, icons J')rescnt
warnings produced significantly higher icon
comprehension scores than did conspicuous
print , icons absent, t(30) ==3.25, p < O.oJ, and
plain print, icons absent warnings, t(30) -=
2.30, p < 0.03. The difference between con spicuous print, icons present and plain print.
icons present warnings failed to reach the cri terion for significance, 1(30) "" 1.87, p < 0.08.
Comparisons using the strict scores showed
that conspicuous print, icons present warn ings produced significantly greater specific
recall of the warning message than did the
other three conditions: with con spicuous
print. icons absent, 1(30) = 3 .09, p < O.ol,
with plain print, icons present, 1(30) • 2.47, p
< 0.02, and with plain print, icons absent,
t(30) == 5.52, p < 0.001.
Overall analyses using a 2 (print) x 2
(icons) ANOVAon the liberal scores produced
a significant main effect of icons, f(l ,60) ...
7.01, MS.-:==0.011, p < 0.02 . Performance was
higher when icons were present (M ==0.40)
than when they were absent (M = 0 .26). Conspicuous print did not produce a main effect,
F(l ,60) < 1.0, but it did enter into an interaction with icons, F(l ,60) = 4.49, p < 0.05. A
Newman-Keuls post hoc test showed that
conspicuous print warnings benefited from
the addition of icons, but no such benefit was
shown for the plain print warnings.
The ANOVAon the strict scores yielded significant main effects of print, F(l,60) = 9.16,
MSe = 0.049, p < 0.004, and icons. F(l ,60) ""
15.10, p < 0.001. Recall was greater with conspicuous print (M == 0.34) than with plain
print (M = 0.18) and when icons were present
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= 0.37) than when they were absent (M =
0.15). The interaction was not significant,
F(l.60) = 1.01, p > 0.05.
Reliability . Twenty response sheets from
the message content and icon identification
tests were rescored by a second judge to assess reliabi lity of the scoring procedure. Selection of response sheets from each test was
random with the constraint that each condition was represented equally (five from each
condition) . Correlations were then obtained
between the original scores and the corresponding scores given by the second judge.
For the message content test, the reliabilities
were 0.87 and 0.88 for the strict and liberal
scores, respectively. For the icon identification test, the strict and liberal scores showed
respective reliabilities of 0.89 and 0.85.
(M

Discussion
The results reveal that conspicuous print,
icons present warnings were comprehended
and remembered better than were the other
three warning conditions. The presence of
icons facilitated not onl y performance on the
icons themselves but also understanding of
the icon's associated warning message . The
beneficial errcct or conspicuous print was
sma ller than that of the presenc e of icons but,
nevertheless , generally helped to produce
greater message content and icon identification scores.
The icon recognition test £ailed to produce
interesting results . As expected, icon recognition differed with respect to whether participants did or did not have icons in their manuals. but no other effects were noted.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 examined whether the effects
found in Experiment 1 would be found using
a manual for a different product-namely,
a
natural-ga s oven/range . The oven was chosen
because this appliance posed the same kinds
of ha1.:ards as did the generator (i.e., electric
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shock, gas fire, and explosion), which meant
that the same icons that were used for the
generator could be used in the manual for the
oven.
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which assessed some aspect of the semantic
content or the warning message (e.g., "U you
smell gas, what does it mean and what should
you do about it?"). For the icon identification
test, the eight icons were placed in random
Method
order on a response sheet. The icon recogniSubjects. Sixty-four undergraduates from tion test was dropped because it failed to prothe University of Richmond (u = 52) and Rice vide informative results in Experiment 1.
Procedure. Participants were given one of
Universily (n = 12) parlicipatcd for credit in
the four gas oven instruction manuals and
introductory psychology courses. Particitold that they would be required to operate
pants from both universities were equally
distributed in the four conditions. None had the oven from memory later in the session.
Participants were given the same set of comparticipated in Experiment 1.
Materials. Four instruction manuals de- puter tasks as in Experiment I before receivscribing the operation and maintenance of a ing the oven ~anuals in order to enhance the
natural-gas oven were prepared. Like the gen- impression that they would be actually operating an oven. Other aspects or the procedure
erator manual, the oven manual was adapted
from several existing manufac1urers' manu- were identical to those in Experiment I, exals and had the appearance of an actual own• cept that participants were given the two
er's manual. including detailed drawings. As tests (i.e., message content and icon identifiin Experiment 1, the manuals differed with cation) in a counterbalanced order.
respect to the print and icon factors: (1) con- Results
spicuous print. icons present, (2) conspicuous
The tests were scored as in Experiment 1.
print, icons absent, (3) plain print, icons
present, and (4) plain print, icons absent. The The proportion correct data for the liberally
icons were identical to those used in Experi- and strictly scored message content and icon
ment 1, except one or the two icons used for identification tests are shown in the bottom
the gas explosion warning in Experiment I hair or Table 1.
Message content. As can be seen in Table t.
was dropped in Experiment 2. The verbal
warning messages for the oven differed from conspicuous print, icons present warnings
those or the generator in specific details but produced greater comprehension and recall
than did the other three warning conditions.
were generally similar because both products
had hazards in common. For example, the Planned comparisons using the liberal (comverbal message associated with the icon prehension) scores confirmed that these differences were reliable: with conspicuous
shown in Figure I was as follows:
print, icons absent, 1(30) = 2.11, p < 0.05;
Warning: Power outages may cause the pilot
with plain print, icons present, 1(30) = 2.88, p
lights to be exlinguished, lc:aking gas in&o1he
< 0.01; and with plain print, icons absent,
air. This gas is poisonous and will cause
harm ff inhaled over a period of ti me. ff you
1(30) = 3.26, p < 0.01. These effects were also
smell gas, turn off the gas and call your
significant using the strict (memory) scores:
dealer immediately.
with conspicuous print, icons absent, 1(30) =
Two tests were used: a message content test 2.13,p < 0.05; with plain print, icons present,
and an icon identification test. The message 1(30) = 3.91, p < 0.001; and with plain print,
content test consisted of eight short-answer
icons absent, 1(30) = 3.97, p < 0.001.
questions. one for each of the eight warnings,
Overall analyses using a 2 (print) x 2
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(icons) ANOVA on the liberal data showed
significant main effects of print, F(l ,60) =
6.22. MS~== 0.045,p < 0.02, and icons. F(l ,60)
= 4 .89, p < 0.04. Comprehension of the warning message was significantly greater with
conspicuous print (M = 0.73) than with plain
print (M = 0.60) and greater when icons were
present (M = 0.72) than when they were ab sent (M = 0.61). The interaction was not significant. F(l.60) < 1.0. The ANOVA on the
stri ct data produced a similar pattern: significant main effects of print , F(l ,60) = 10.42,
MS c == 0.043. p < O.ol. and icons, F(l .60) •
4.66. p < 0.04. Recall was greater with conspicuous print (M = 0.57) than with plain
print (M = 0.40) and was greater when icons
were present (M -= 0.54) than when they were
absent (M ==0.43). The interaction effect was
not reliable, F(l ,60) = 2.06, p > 0.05.
Icon ide,1tificatio11. The icon identification
means arc shown in Table I . Planned com pari sons and the ANOVAs failed to find any
significant effects in the liberally and st rictly
scored icon identification data. Test order
was also examined , but it neither produced
any reliable main effects nor interacted with
the other variables.
Reliability. As in Experiment l, 20 response
sheets were randomly selected from both
message cont ent and identification tests and
rcscorcd by a second judge to assess reliabil ity. For the message content test, the strict
and liberal scores showed reliabilities of 0.96
and 0.86, respectively. For the icon identification test, the strict and liberal scores produced respective reliabilit ies o( 0.97 and 0.92.
Discussion

As in Experiment 1, the results showed that
conspicuous print. icons present warnings
produced greater message content compre hension and memory than did the other three
warning conditions. The ANOVAs on the liberal and strict scores showed that the print
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and icon factors additively influenced message content performance.
No effects were shown in the icon identification test. This was surprising given the results of Experiment I and because it was expected that exposure lo the icons would (at
least) produce greater icon identification accuracy than would no prior exposure to the
icons in the manuals. As can be seen in Table
J. the liberal scores are rather high and the
strict scores are rather low, suggesting that
Ooor and ceiling effects might have limited
the variability among scores, thus reducing
the likelihood of finding differences between
conditions .
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The two experiments demonstrate that in•
struction manual warnings that have both
conspicuous print and illustrative pictorial
icons enhance comprehension and memory of
the warnings' message content. The presence
of both dimensions of salience led to better
performance than did the absence of one or
both dimensions. Presumably the presence of
conspicuous print and icons increased the
warnings' noticeability (signaling quality) in
a noisy background (the other text). Consequently, the added salience increased the
likelihood that the warning messages would
be read , comprehended, and remembered.
Anothe r measure of comprehension and
memory was assessed by the icon identifica tion test, which examined whether icons can
be used to cue retrieval of related hazard information . This would be applicable in situations in which a warning icon is seen only
brieOy and in which the icon alone must cue
the user to the general and specific kind of
ha7.ard present. Experiment I showed that
prior exposure to the icons facilitated general
and specific ha1.ard recall in the icon identi fication test. In addition, icons paired with
conspicuously printed warning messages
cued more information about specific haz-
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ards than d id icons paired w ith plainly
printed warning messa ges. However . thes e
icon identification effects were no t conDrmed
in Experiment 2.
Becaus e the two experiments were similar,
some tentative comparisons across experiments may be use£ul; however, one should
keep in mind that there are pote ntial pro blems in in te rpret ing apparent differences between experiments . As indicated in Table 1,
the message cont ent scores for the gas oven
(Exper iment 2) were generally greater than
for the gas-powered electric gen era tor (Experiment 1). The departure in per[orman ce
might be attributable to differ ences in peo ple's perceptions of the produ cts (e.g., familiarity , perceiv ed hazard, frequen cy of use) .
For example, fami liarity wi th a pr odu c t
migh t facilitat e encoding and/or retrieval of
the ass ociated safoty information . Bec au se
the pattern of means was reasonably consistent between produ cts, the message content
results suggest that s imil ar effects for pri nt
and icons might be found for warning s in in s truct ion manuals for other products.
Examinatio n or the liberal icon identi£ication (comprehensi on) data across experi ment s showed app rox imately eq uivalent per formance among condit ions (except for the
conspicu ous pr int , icons present conditi on in
Exper iment 1). However , th e strictly scored
icon identification (memory) data showed
beu er overa ll performan ce for the generator
than for the oven. One possible rea son for thi s
difference is that pa rt icipants spe nt less time
processing the specific verbal mes sages asso cia ted with th e oven icons. Jr this were the
case, we would expect that message content
performance would be lower for the oven
than for the generator. How ever, as noted
earlier , th e data showed the opposite . Low
performance on the oven 's st rict ly scor ed
icon identifica tio n test could be attributable
to familiarity with other , similar oven prod ucts. This potential familiarity could lead to a
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failure in retrieval of specific inform ation for
this particular oven. At this point no defini tive conclusion can be made regarding the
different icon identification results between
the two experiments.
Although pr evious re sea rch has noted positive effects of highlighting on reading warn ings (Strawbridge, 1986) and co mplian ce
(Zlotnik, 1982), it has found little or no effect
on compr ehen sion an d memory (Desaulnie rs,
1987; Otsubo, 1988; Rothstein , 1985; Strawbridge, 1986; Zlotnik, 1982). In addition, re·
search ha s not shown sig nificant effect s of
icons on warning comprehension and mem ory measures (Fri edma nn , 1988; Otsubo,
1988). However , th e current study showed
positive effects of conspi cuous text and the
presenc e of icons compared with less conspicuous text and the absenc e of icons on warning
comprehe nsion and memory . Recently DeJoy
(1989) su ggest ed that any of a number of
methodological differences (e.g., different sit uations , stimulus materials , and instruction
sets} among studies could be responsible for
the discrepancies found in the warning lite rat ure . For exampl e, unlike most previous
work, the curr ent re sear ch used a larg e number or warning s (eight) a nd presented them
insid e a m anual (as opposed to on a produ ct).
The enhancement sh own by pairing the
pictorial icons with verbal print has some
theoretica l su ppo rt in th e human mem ory litera tur e. Paivio 's (1975) dual-code theory asserts that a verbal code combined with an
imagi na l (pictorial) code lea ds to better
memory than does either code al one, and a
lar ge body of basic cognitiv e research sup ports this noti on (e.g ., D'Agos tin o. O'Neill.
an d Paivio, 1977). Pre su m ab ly both codes
combine at the tim e of encoding to produ ce
riche r representations,
which ar e s ubs equently easier to retrieve .
Two cautions should be mention ed regarding the interpretation of the pres ent result s.
One conce rns the print manipulation . Three
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modes or salience were combined to produce
the conspicuous print: fluorescent orange
highlighting, different font style. and larger
size. The current study does not separate the
individual effects of these enhancement factors, nor does it indicate which factor was
more influential. The positive effects shown
by the conspicuous print manipulation points
out that text enhancement factors are worthy
of further study. For example, future research
could examine the independent effect of each
of these and other methods or print enhancement (e.g., spacing, color of the print, and
background).
The other caution concerns the presentation duration. Considering that participants
were given only 4 min to examine the IO-page
manual, it is likely that the material was
skimmed or browsed rather than systematically read and studied. Other presentation
procedures could conceivably produce different results. For example, one might expect
that with greater time allowed to study the
instruction manual, many of the effects noted
in the present report could disappear because
performance in all conditions would be near
perfect. However, the relatively short duration used in the current work is probably rep·
resentative of the way consumers actually examine and use safety and owner's manuals.
Many times if consumers read the literature
at all. the material is merely scanned for pertinent or unusual information and only referred to when trouble arises. The current
procedure corresponds lo this nonsystematic
use of instructional manuals. Thus when a
short lime is spent examining an instruction
manual, warnings made more noticeable are
more likely to be read.
Two major implications can be drawn from
the present research. The first concerns the
methodology. The techniques used in these
studies may be useful in future research and
testing or instruction manual warnings. We
were able 10 assess what people gleaned from
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instruction manuals for potentially dangerous equipment without actually exposing
them to dangers. That the ruse was believable
was apparent from informal observations of
participants' reactions before they were told
they were in the "control" group. After reading the manuals, most participants rose from
their chairs. apparently waiting for the experimenter to lead them out of the room to the
equipment. In addition, during the debriefing
period that followed, most participants said
they thought they would be trying to operate
the generator or the oven.
The second implication of the present re·
search is its applicability and relevance for
writers of instruction manuals. The results
dearly show that the way in which warnings
are presented is important: they should be
salient relative to other background information (i.e., noticeable) and thus set the stage for
further processing, including comprehension
and subsequent recall of the warning message.
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